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Abstract 

 

Today the world in one hands faced with very seriously risks like Spread of nuclear 

weapons. And international terrorism, Industrial wastes and etc. In other hand due to 

Scientific and technological achievements like biotechnology and nanotechnology, 

Aerospace, ICT and etc. human society have faced with the greatest opportunity in the 

history, Actually today human society is located on a situation that facilities and 

conditions toward achieving to both sustaining life and destruction of human civilization 

are Prepared. These new complex conditions require a modern and integrated 

mechanism for manage and steer this rapid transformation in the human societies. Our 

world is a monolithic unit and any events that occur anywhere in the world directly or 

indirectly affected on the whole of world. We cannot retain the world against the threat of 

nuclear war and terrorism, and dozens of other industrial and environmental threats by 

advice and admonition of some symbolic personality and communities or by design some 

non-binding rules In the United Nations or other similarly conventions. In continue I’ll 

dissect that the root and cause of all social problems is common and single factor that, 

under the shadow of the beliefs have been hidden so far. Also to overcome on defects and 

problems I would offer an intelligent network for social management that is an 

alternative which able to rapid reaction and reconstructive itself. 

 

Keywords: transformations, intelligent social network, unjust inequalities, challenges 

 

Introduction 

The world today is facing new opportunities and challenges that due to new social conditions and 

modern scientific and technological achievements are very different than previous century’s 

conditions. These new challenges and opportunities naturally are require different mechanisms 

for leadership and management, to clarify the issue, let’s clearly explain it. 

Today the world on one hand faced with very serious risks like mass production of various types 

of war tools and broadcast it around the world, Spread of nuclear weapons. Complex political 

challenges among the various governments and international terrorism, Industrial wastes and 

their impact on the environment and atmosphere, etc. Some of this risks, any moment, able to 

delete the concept of life ،in the entire world.  

on the other due to Scientific and technological achievements like biotechnology[1] and 

nanotechnology,[2] Nuclear science[3] and Aerospace Technology, ICT etc. have faced human 
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society with the most massive transformation in its history, today human society is located on a 

situation that facilities and conditions toward achieving to both sustaining life and destruction of 

human civilization are prepared And he is free to choose anyone. 

no longer, concept of global village not limited to the human communication system rather, many 

of society’s issues and phenomena and other sciences and technologies and their functions also 

have the properties of universality and rapid growth, and any kind of them positive or negative 

consequences, in any part of the world directly or indirectly have an impact, on all human 

societies. All of us are passengers on a ship, but each one determined different objective and 

destination and everyone unfurl Sail towards self-destination. Our ship officially has 195 

Captain.[4] As is evident our world is a monolithic unit and any events that occur anywhere in 

the world directly or indirectly affected on the whole of world. So divided the world among 

sovereign states is a historical mistake.  

Throughout history so far, human societies have always faced with some huge problems Such as 

(unjust inequalities, violence caused by civil and international wars and the cumbersome 

bureaucratic problems, etc.) This problem historically has been engaged many philosophers and 

intellectuals ،Thousands of books and theories to fix the problem have been written. And based 

on new ideas whole or some parts of the power system components has been reformed or 

changed or interrelationships of these components are re-engineering. But still this social 

problems remained in all the societies even in modern communist and democratic regimes 

because their causes has remained unchanged. So what is the cause of this problems?  

After many years researching I realized that this problems has one fundamental cause that under 

the shadow of popular belief it has remained hidden and unchanged so far. 

Here I will explain the root and cause of this historical problems. Then would offer an alternative 

mechanism for resolve this problems. This mechanism can improve the welfare of all peoples and 

eliminate of violence and war in the world. And as well as it is a strategy for better manage the 

world’s human and material assets.  

Dissect and analyze the problem  

All over the history, people have believed that social problems have caused by political leaders 

and authorities that they have abused their power and status therefor, while dispossess them, have 

positioned others on seat of government. New Rulers According to Intellectual theories, new 

conditions and possibilities, have done limited change in some part of the government body and 

institutions. But they have obtained same results of previous rulers and this problems have been 

repeated in all kind of governments. 

After some years researching and for the following reasons, I realized that to identify the roots of 

these problems and to resolve them they should be analyzed from two aspects: 

First, it’s apparent and superstructure aspect that human since the emergence the rule so far 

consistently have reformed and changed it. 

The second one is its hidden and infrastructure aspect that Humans have not looked to it as a case 

of social problems so far. While it has been the bed and base of all social problems in the History. 

To clarify the issue, I will examine each one separately. 
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Apparent and superstructure aspect  

Apparent and superstructure aspects of social problems are Social Stratification and Inequalities 

and cumbersome bureaucratic problems. 

Social stratification involves relational set of inequalities with economic, social, political and 

ideological dimensions. Philosophers and Scholars of sociology in definition and causes of its 

Many have spoken: Marx believed ،classes as defined by people's relationship to the means of 

production in two basic ways: either they own productive property or labor for others.[5] And he 

believed that by eliminating of private property inequality and social stratification is destroyed. 

Weber introduced three independent factors that form his theory of stratification hierarchy, which 

are; class, status, and power. Wright Mills believed that the source for that power lay not only in 

the economic realm but also in the political and military arenas.[6]   American sociologist Lloyd 

Warner rejected Karl Marx’s way of looking at inequality. Lloyd Warner, Marchia Meeker, 

Kenneth Eells, implicitly argue that stratification system arise out of different style of life, that all 

complex societies have rank ordering because of the division of labor and furthermore 

stratification is a result of how communities judged individual lifestyles.[7]  

As Studying Social Stratification theories show and also according to natural human sense of 

competition and supremacy, can conclude that the creation of social stratification is an objective 

fact, and contrary to some scholars think it cannot be eliminated. Social inequality is natural and 

it is one of the reasons for individual and social progress. But what is problematic and actually 

has wasted most of human capital is unfairly inequalities. Unfairly inequalities is not resulting 

from a natural rivalry for progressing, it is only because of the power and exertion ،that person or 

dominant group deprived right of subordinates to operate and competition by exertion. That its 

Striking examples are the patriarchal exertion in the family, various forms of coercion and 

compulsion to subjugate, like subjugate people by government through military force and 

subjugate a country by Trans-regional or international exertion through military or economic 

superiority. What in appearance can be seen as outward of social resource division  is that, 

throughout history wealth, material and spiritual facilities are divided into very unjust inequalities 

form, So that mast of these facilities is located in hand of very small minority of the community 

members. 

Also other apparent aspect that has been cause of social problems and most time have made 

public dissatisfaction is the inefficient administrative systems, and the cumbersome laws of 

bureaucracy.[8] Hundreds of books about the management styles and lubrication of 

administrative systems have written, and excellent management methods are designed, but what 

is the cause of bureaucracy problem is the political power that is dominant over the organization 

of community executive management. “This topic will be explain in the future in detail”. 

What It can be inferred from expression of these social theories is that all of them believe that the 

cause of all social problems is incorrect functioning of the governance system, but without 

consensus on a specific subject as the origins of problems each one blamed one aspect of 

government organizations and have proposed to amend it. But actually these theories have only 

seen the apparent angles of the issue and actually this appearances themselves, caused by one 

fundamental cause that is hidden in the shadow, of people's beliefs.  
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The hidden and infrastructure aspect 

As was pointed out The origin of social problems, not only in the appearance of social 

phenomena or management method because themselves are caused by power system and the 

government domination by force, is main source of all social and administrative problems , 

therefore contrary to popular perception, this unjust inequality not caused by wealthy citizens 

who have eaten share of others, and not arising from such and such a leader or a ruler that are be 

tyrants, The governance system because of domination by force is problematic not only those 

who are sitting on the throne of government. Actually even no prophet has not and will not be 

able to establish justice in the framework of this governance system. This method of the 

governance system was built of the time pharaohs of Egypt and so far has not been change. If 

throughout history thousands of war and bloodshed and Unfair inequalities Have occurred, These 

is not only because the rulers are innately unjust, rather even more overwhelming of rulers hope 

to implement justice in their territory have sat on the government throne, but themselves also 

have incurred to Injustice.  

Origin of government  

From the beginning of human creation, man for satisfaction of their safety needs, has refuge to 

the superior power. Therefore they has followed, those who had more physical strength or 

specific information and skills. So some people, like men who have more physical strength or 

scientists and magicians, and prophets who had specific information and skills, by their specific 

talent, gathered people around themselves and have formed the government. These people were 

sacred in the sight of their people and the people considered them as a representative and a 

symbol of superior power and have worshiped them. The belief that, these people has Superior 

power, has caused people support and protect them, and popular support, has legitimate their 

domination. Public Ideological belief to the rulers Lead to empowering them and this power has 

led to govern the ruler on society. Till now humans in framework of them region, religion, race, 

or clan in the form of ideology have believed rulers, such as ultrasonic power, they introduce 

their power system, as a sign of their selves identity, that’s why they have protected it strongly.  

This issue has remind unchanged so far. The concepts of patriotism and nationalism and state, 

flags, etc. That now, people proudly remember it, is Sign of continuity the same ancient ideas and 

unfortunately no one of intellectuals don’t give the people an alternative to manage the society 

instead govern over it. To clarify this issue first, let’s examine the characteristics of governance 

systems, Then we analyze, effects and performance of power in the government. 

Some general characteristics of governance systems that unchanged so far: 

A. Government administration made up of bureaucracy system that is systematic processes 

and organized hierarchies in form of pyramid which formed the body of nonelective government 

officials. [9] (Figure 1)  

B. Decisions and Legislation are made in the top of the pyramid and implemented in the 

bottom of it, and lower classes are obliged to obey the law and commands ordered by the ruling 

class, while they have not effective role in the preparation of legislation. 

C. Communications from top to bottom is unilateral and mostly is symbolic. Lower class 

rarely and hardly can have associated with the top of the pyramid. 

D. Power is above the law and law is authority demands which, by the force will dominate 

over the lower classes of society.  
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In contemporary democratic societies Interests of the ruling class will inspire to the people by the 

mass media as holy and requires then as law will dominant over the society. (Figure 2) 

Powers operation in the government system 

1. The force element has changed the social management to governing over society.  

2. Power, has led to divide social assets in very unfairly form. 

3. Power has led to sensitivity and military competition between states and has encountered 

the world with violence. For this reason, a huge part of social capital used for safety and 

protection and expansion of power system. 

4. The huge section of human resources in effect of dominance lost their opportunity to 

flourish and they become passive. Because power avoids of fair competition between community 

members. 

Power in government and belief that this power is sanctity, has caused to establish the dominance 

instead social management therefor all social unfair inequalities come from this issue. It is 

contrary to the communist theories of Marx that he knew social inequality and classification is 

caused by capital element and property law. Because actually political power has influence on the 

capital and property low and they are secondary factor in social stratification. So all these social 

problems have a common root its why, in all government systems from in absolute monarchy in 

ancient Egypt until democracy in the contemporary period has been repeated. 

To clarify this issue, let's examine ancient and current forms of government systems. 

Old governance systems: 

First government forms founded based on the sacredness of a person in the society. The persons 

called themselves superior power and representatives of God on earth. [10]  Throughout history 

many of this authoritarian regimes have been built with different titles like Monarchy, 

Constitutional Monarchy, Dictatorship, etc. (Figure 3) 

Rule of this authorities was Hereditary, and they claimed only themselves and their descendants 

deserve for ruling. In different societies have had different titles and epithets, including: King, 

Queen, Emperor, Czar, Caesar, Caliph etc...[11]  Society is formed around some dependent states 

of feudal groups or tribes with the same pyramidal structure but in smaller framework. 

1- Specifications of primitive absolute power system:  

2- The government established based on power of ruler and administration of government, is 

through a bureaucratic hierarchy system.[12]  

3- Laws, adopted from top of the power pyramid, and identically extended to all the regions 

and communities in the country. Pass or amend laws is very time consuming and difficult. 

4- A very large and powerful military to protect the system against internal and external 

threats and to develop the government Territory has been formed. 

5- Other lower classes of society who are seen in shape by purple color are producers of all 

the wealth in society, while they have lowest share of their achievements.  
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Contemporary governance forms: 

In the latest government forms, such as socialism and capitalism, democracy, etc.  All ancient 

government properties have repeated In both of them laws will adopted in top of the pyramid by 

the very small set of rulers and pass or amend laws is very time consuming and difficult. Very 

huge army for protecting of government and extend it have built, a complex and time consuming 

and costly bureaucracy system is responsible for administration. Only some of characters and 

selection methods for positions of government and some relations among the organs of power 

system, has been changed. Result of this new government system also is same result of ancient 

government. In support of government legislations large part of public wealth have located in the 

hands of a small number of people, while the manufacturers of public wealth still are the most 

disadvantaged of Social stratum of their achievements. Power system, with the motto of social 

security uses more than half of all social assets to strengthen the military and purchase and 

produce weapons, while all the tensions and conflicts in society have been caused by the fears 

and sensitivities of these programs. (Figure 4)    

But what has exacerbated social problems is established, the various power systems in the 

vicinity of others. These sovereign powers that the vast majority of their properties are the same, 

adjacent to each other have made very dangerous tensions and sensitivities. 

Establishment of independent powers, beside each other is like the putting multiple magnets 

together, they are constantly being absorbed and excreted each other and its result was all those 

war, violence, and destructions that has destroyed more than half of all human capabilities and 

achievements so far. Otherwise the present achievements of mankind, a few thousand years ago 

should be obtained. (Figure 5) 

as is evident, on one hand  the exploitative competition among  the countries throughout the 

history, has caused devastating wars and tensions between the various  government, that today, 

with human access to mass destruction weapons this conflicts have been a threat to survival of 

human life. Also, with claims of respect to the sovereignty of independent states, the countries 

competition activities, without any international supervision have caused this social and 

environmental crises. We cannot retain the world against the threat of nuclear war and terrorism, 

and dozens of other industrial and environmental threats by advice and admonition of some 

symbolic personality or by design some non-binding rules In the United Nations or other 

similarly conventions. 

Now the question is, whether can manage society without power factor? 

Innately humans are greedy and hegemonic and to obtain their demands sometimes violate the 

rights of others and this issue create social crimes phenomenon. Therefore, in order to prevent 

social crimes and protect the rights of individuals indisputably we need power. Society 

management without the power is similar to the Earth without gravity. 

What is problematic is establishing different powers together in the world, it is like the earth with 

so many different gravity. Human community at least in this century because of communication 

technologies is unified. Now the consequences of any event in anywhere will be reflected in other 

areas. Concentration of power in the hands of certain people, caused to dominant. And dominate 

means getting the right of subordinates. 

Throughout history people knew all Injustices arising from force dominant. For resolve it they 

did some huge revolutions, including: Revolution against slavery and colonialism, and now 
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feminist revolution against patriarchy is going on. Humans coming revolution will be against the 

government and its force dominance. The most destructive forms of domination in human history 

is the government dominate and today's human society, more than anything else need to the 

remove it. 

So what is the alternative for resolve this social problems? As I mentioned what have caused all 

of these huge social problems is govern by many type of power systems over the society instead 

managing it by one common center. Therefore to eliminate these problems, have to design an 

integrated management system for whole world. This system must provide the possibility of 

direct participation and fair competition for all segments of society.  A system that, if arise any 

problems or defects in some parts of it same part can quickly repair itself and does not require to 

request and deciding high officials 

In current parliament system for legislation,[13] problems and needs of Guilds and Groups of 

each area are propounded by the regional representative in the House of commons, during some 

certain formal and informal procedures if representative be able to obtain the approval of a 

majority of the House The request will be approved, Then legislation is submitted for review to 

the Senate or the Lords. This House, according to the interests and security of the power system 

will check it out and In the case of discretion, will approval finally.  This process is very time 

consuming and sometimes it takes several years to enact a law.[14] If, at the time of law 

enforcement, problems or malfunctions be seen, to amend or cancel it again same the primary 

route should be over. 

Humane society, for transition from these crisis and achieving to unparalleled future horizons, 

requires to re-engineering in the organizational structure and management. 

Here, rudimentary and brief I will provide a new mechanism. In future I will describe it in detail. 

This mechanism is a strategy for change the government system to social management. 

To solve the shortcomings and problems unlike what has been common so far not hope to reform 

the current system, because as was explained foundation of this system is problematic. Therefore 

I have proposed and designed a new mechanism under "Harawezy mechanism" title,  

Harawez [hæɾæøːæz] in the Kurdish culture and language, is the name of the process that 

during it, people by the participation and collaboration of each other, as a group will doing public 

service works or help the needy and helpless. So Harawaz is the group participation for doing 

public affairs. 

Harawezy mechanism  

This mechanism is reengineering of social management system in order to achieve maximize 

productivity of human resources and abilities. 

Human abilities in group increases several times and by precision engineering of the groups, Man 

hundreds of times faster will achieve to their goals, accordingly this mechanism is based on the 

following principles: 

1. Foremost should remove the think of independent states from the mind, the world is 

integrated and our life is interdependent to each other. Although I am aware of all aspects 

of these own words and it seems impossible but I hope, humanity before suicide 

understand the importance of this issue.(Figure 6) 
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2. Should encourage and lead the society members to establish the groups. 

3. Every human groups that formed based on human needs by set of individuals should be 

recognized. 

4. Formation of groups should not be limited by determine political boundaries. Everyone 

should be free to be members of any set of human groups anywhere in the world. 

5. Any group that, not opposed with humanitarian principles and not a threat to the freedom 

and interests of others, should be recognized. 

6. Internal rules and conditions of entry and exit of members, shall be provided by members. 

Group managers should be elected by vote of the members for limited time in form of the 

board. 

7. Identity and purpose and function of each group should be registered in legal reference. 

8. Each group should have the right to share and interact with other informal groups. 

Agreements of each group with other groups should be registered and be recognized.  

9. All groups within a geographic area should form an assembly to regulate their relations. 

Such as urban and regional houses. (Figure 7)   

10. All Peer groups (which have similar objectives and activities) for coordination and 

exchange information and capabilities as well as competition between groups should form 

an assembly. Members of the Assembly should proposed by groups and selected by 

popular vote within their group for a limited time. Each group in the common region will 

have a representative on the assembly.(figure 8) 

11. Assemblies surrounding areas should come together to form a union. Also Unions of 

different areas should to coordination and regulate communications form an international 

council for all the world. 

In this mechanism, to obtain synergy in functional power and achieving to maximum of 

efficiency has ordered formation of specialized groups depends on human needs. For example set 

group of a city will include: Business group, academic, agricultural, industrial, healthcare, 

cultural and artistic groups and so on. The result of this mechanism will be the establishment an 

integrated Holarchical management system. (Figure 9) [15] 

So, for harmony and public discipline, in this system two kind of parallel relationship for group’s 

relations has been predicted. As can be seen in (Figure 8) if we consider the range of six nearby 

cities. First relationship is the connection of each certain group with peer groups. For example in 

(Figure 8) suppose! The yellow group are universities, now university of (a) city can make 

communication with university group of (b,c,d,e,f) cities. And all of them can make a union 

together. And at higher levels this union can make communication with other union of other area 

and finally they can make a universal Association.   

Second, relationship of each group, is the commutation of each group with other groups in their 

geographical area. (Figure 7) For example: Relationship between academic, business and 

manufacturing groups and etc. in (U) city. 

 Correlation of these groups is due to: A) some of this groups are complementary to each other.       

B) Due to the neighboring they have affected on each other. 
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Executive and legislative mechanisms in the Harawez mechanism 

In Harawez mechanism according to failures of present system an accurate and effective strategy 

is defined to this end, that I would describe it briefly here. 

Assembly task in each area is the legislative and public affairs planning and law enforcement, 

then several neighboring cities or areas together, also will form a union that its task is regulation 

of relations between cities and their surrounding areas and managing common regional 

challenges and opportunities and performing the public affairs of beyond the city.  

Finally, a united association for adjust and approve the general principles of the laws and 

regulations should be held that it will be a parliament for whole of the world. This association 

members should offer from unions around the world for limited period. (Figure 10) 

In this mechanism, the Global Assembly adopted a general and universal laws and based on it’s 

the lower level assemblies, planning and regulating rules and affairs, of their area, and also 

lowest assemblies like cities or regions assembly Will Follow the decisions of their upstream 

assemblies. 

Legal system in Harawez mechanisms 

In this mechanism, judicial system also like Executive and legislative mechanisms is consisting 

of a network of judicial institutions which is independent of the executive and legislative systems, 

And is parallel with them. In each city or region that an assembly will be held there, an 

independent judiciary also will be established. President of Justice Centers should elected from 

lawyers for a limited time by public vote. Adjacent cities, which together have formed a regional 

parliament Is necessary to establish a Regional Justice Center also. Jurisdiction of the Court 

regional Petitions investigation and appeals of Auto-da-fe of cities. Finally, Global Justice Forum 

to oversee and regulate relations and determine eligibility of regional courts will be established. 

The task of this court will be appeals of regional disagreements also.  

Security and Police system 

 Law enforcement and judgments of courts and social security will be police Responsibility. This 

force Officer as well as associations and judicial system will defined in cities, regional and global 

levels. 

Associations of each city will chooses a representative to form regional command forum, among 

officers for a limited period.  The task of this Forum will be a regional police operations. And 

finally a global command forum will be formed to maintain global security. 

This system does not require the extensive and costly armies and advanced weapons. Only police 

force, for protect the security and prevent social crime is enough. Because the political and 

ideological allergen boundaries and the stressor power poles do not exist. 

So the international community management mechanism will be consists of three parallel system. 

(Figure 11)  

Property and economic system in Harawez mechanism 

This system believes that private property is the human incentive to work and grow and it is his 

natural right. Contrary to belief of some intellectual currents like Socialist and communist, what 

makes an unfair inequality in the world is not a property right. Rather it is the governing force. 

That, because of it, as was explained, firstly more than half of community assets have wasted by 
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force system. And secondly, it have taken, the possibility of fair competition in society. In this 

system, as will be described in future in details, shortcomings of the current property law, has 

been removed And possibility of fair competition are provided for all segments of society. 

For example, in the Harawez mechanism, share of capital of production like, wages of labor are 

determined in the employment contract and added value of company, which is the result of joint 

effort of labor and capital owners, in proportion to their impact, will be divided between them. 

Conclusion 

As was explained, the international community needs an integrated management, the world today 

cannot be operated by the ideas of several thousand years ago. Considering that human efforts 

within group has much more synergy and impact, therefore the best planning for human 

development is establishment and development and engineering of social groups. This 

mechanism is a strategy and a road map to achieve:  

 Greater welfare and prosperity for all, and in all parts of the world. 

 World lasting peace. 

 Realization of justice. 

 To manage the global challenges with an integrated and comprehensive management 

system. 

 The leading scientific and technological achievements of mankind, toward the survival of 

human life in the universe. And as well as it is an Intelligent and rapid mechanism for 

steer and manage the current and future opportunity and challenges. 
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